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Automatic cross-well tomography by semblance
and differential semblance optimization: theory
and gradient computation

R.-E. Plessix,1 W.A. Mulder1 and A.P.E. ten Kroode1

Abstract

A technique for automatic cross-well tomography based on semblance and differential

semblance optimization is presented. Given a background velocity, the recorded
seismic data traces are back-propagated towards the source, i.e. shifted towards time

zero using the modelled traveltime between the source and the receiver and corrected

for the geometrical spreading. Therefore each back-propagated trace should be a
pulse, close to time zero. The mismatches between the back-propagated traces

indicate an error in the velocity model. This error can be measured by stacking the

back-propagated traces (semblance optimization) or by computing the norm of the
difference between adjacent traces (differential semblance optimization).

It is known from surface seismic reflection tomography that both the semblance and

differential semblance functional have good convexity properties, although the
differential semblance functional is believed to have a larger basin of attraction (region

of convergence) around the true velocity model. In the case of the cross-well

transmission tomography described in this paper, similar properties are found for
these functionals.

The implementation of this automatic method for cross-well tomography is based

on the high-frequency approximation to wave propagation. The wavefronts are
constructed using a ray-tracing algorithm. The gradient of the cost function is

computed by the adjoint-state technique, which has the same complexity as the

computation of the functional. This provides an efficient algorithm to invert cross-
well data. The method is applied to a synthetic data set to demonstrate its efficacy.

Introduction

Retrieving the background velocity from seismic data is a routine step in seismic

processing. Estimating the velocity is difficult because the dependence of the
wavefront on the background velocity is strongly non-linear. A common approach,

using tomography, consists of first picking the traveltimes of a number of events and
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then finding a velocity model which explains these traveltimes. This is generally

carried out via a least-squares approach using a local gradient optimization.

Applications of this method to cross-well data have been given by Luo and Schuster
(1991), van Geloven and Herman (1995), Zhou et al. (1995) and Goudswaard et al.
(1998). These tomography algorithms require manual or semi-automatic picking,

which can be an overwhelming task when the data volume is large.
In order to automate tomography algorithms, the data are used directly rather than

a data attribute such as the traveltime of an event. The general concept is to define

either a cost function(al) or an objective function(al), depending on the data and on the
velocity model, which is to be optimized to find the correct model. Unfortunately, the

most obvious cost function, namely the quadratic difference between measured cross-

well data and synthetic data, depending on the background velocity, is highly
oscillatory (Tarantola 1987). The search for the global minimum then requires the use

of stochastic optimization methods (Monte-Carlo type or genetic algorithms as given

by, for example, Mora (1987)), which are very time consuming.
A more attractive approach is to build semblance panels. In the context of cross-well

tomography, a semblance panel is the set of back-propagated data traces: given a

velocity model, the first-arrival traveltimes between sources and receivers are
computed and each trace is back-propagated using these computed traveltimes. If

the velocity model is close to the true one, the first-arrival events are aligned at the

same time in the semblance panel, namely at the origin, t � 0: If the velocity model
is not exact the first arrivals will not be perfectly aligned. In order to measure

this misalignment, we study semblance and differential semblance functions. The

objective function of semblance optimization is the squared norm of the stack of all the
back-propagated traces, whereas the objective function of differential semblance

optimization is the sum of the squared norms of the differences between adjacent
traces (Symes and Carazzone 1991; Symes 1994; Chauris, Noble and Podvin 1998).

Both these functionals can be optimized over a relatively large range of velocity models

by local optimization algorithms. Therefore, both semblance optimization and
differential semblance optimization provide efficient algorithms to recover the velocity

model. Generally, the basin of attraction (region of convergence) of the differential

semblance functional is larger than that of the semblance functional, which makes the
choice of the initial model less crucial.

In this approach, the first arrival is assumed to be the dominant event in the data. In

this way, each trace, called a single-event trace, mainly represents the source wavelet
delayed by the traveltime. In a single-event trace, only one transmission path exists

between the source and the receiver. This assumption will unfortunately not be met in

certain parts of the data. This is especially true when velocity contrasts are large,
leading to multiple-event data, where several transmission paths exist between the

source and the receiver and where the first arrival is hardly ever the most energetic

event. To apply the algorithm, the part of the data set where multiple events occur is
masked. This is similar to classical tomography: that is, no traveltimes are picked in

zones of multiple events, since the wavefield there is usually far too complex. In
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particular, due to the large amplitude variations between the first and later arrivals, it is

usually impossible to tell whether an event corresponds to a first or a later arrival in

such a zone.
The paper is organized as follows. First, the methodology is presented and the

semblance and differential semblance functionals are described. Next the ray tracing

and the efficient computation of the gradient of the functional with respect to the
velocity model via adjoint-states are briefly explained. More details are given in the

Appendix. Finally the results obtained using a synthetic example are shown. More

synthetic and real examples have been given by Plessix (2000).

Methodology

A typical cross-well survey consists of two wells, the source well and the receiver well

(Fig. 1). A source is fired and the response is recorded at the receiver positions. All the
waves are recorded, but it is assumed that the directly transmitted wave carries most of

the energy and that only one transmitted wave exists between a source and a receiver.

This is the single-event case. The reflected waves, which generally have less energy,
are either muted or considered as noise. These assumptions are commonly made

when seismic cross-well data are processed by tomography to recover the background

velocity (Zhou et al. 1995; Goudswaard et al. 1998). Unfortunately, the cross-well
geometry often leads to multiple (transmission) events in the recorded data as soon as

there is a substantial contrast in the background velocity between sources and

receivers. The assumption of single-event data is therefore often too restrictive to be of

Figure 1. Cross-well geometry.
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practical use; this difficulty is overcome by masking the part of the data where multiple

events occur.

In order to obtain a sufficiently fast algorithm, the wave equation is solved in the
high-frequency approximation (Bleistein 1984; Vinje, Iversen and Gjùystdal 1993;

LambareÂ, Lucio and Hanyga 1996). If transmitted waves only are taken into account,

the recorded field u, at a receiver location xR (away from caustics) due to a source
located at xS, is modelled by (Chapman and Drummond 1982; ten Kroode, Smit and

Verdel 1994)

u�s��xS; xR; t� �
X

j[CSR

aj�s��xS; xR�Hmj f �t 2 tj�s��xS; xR��; �1�

where s denotes the background slowness (inverse velocity), f denotes the source
wavelet, CSR denotes the set of rays linking the source S and the receiver R, t j denotes

the jth traveltime from S to R, aj denotes the jth amplitude, 2mj is the KMAH

(Maslov) index of the jth ray (mj is equal to the number of times that the ray between
the source and the receiver crosses a caustic point, see Chapman and Drummond

(1982)) and H is the Hilbert transform. For the single-event case, (1) becomes

u�s��xS; xR; t� � a�s��xS; xR�f �t 2 t�s��xS; xR��: �2�
In (2), the seismic trace corresponds to the source wavelet delayed by the traveltime
t[s ](xS,xR) and multiplied by a[s ](xS,xR).

According to the assumptions, the cross-well data set d can be represented by

d�xS; xR; t� . u�strue��xS; xR; t�; �3�
where s true is the true background slowness.

To retrieve this true background slowness, one possible scheme is to use the output

least-squares (OLS) approach (Tarantola 1987) with the following cost function:

JOLS�s� �
�

xS

dxS

�
xR

dxR

�
dtjd�xS; xR; t�2 u�s��xS; xR; t�j2: �4�

The main drawback of this OLS cost function is its oscillatory behaviour with respect
to the background slowness. These oscillations occur when the time-shifts between

data and synthetics are larger than half the source wavelength, since the difference in

the cost function, JOLS, is then computed on two different lobes of the source function
(Symes and Carazzone 1991). The second drawback is the need either to know the

source function or to retrieve it explicitly.

The approach of this paper is to deconvolve the data for the Green's function
between the source and the receiver. This amounts to back-propagation and dividing

by an amplitude. The result s is given by the formula,

s�s��xS; xR; t� � d�xS; xR; t � t�s��xS; xR��=a�s��xS; xR�: �5�
The set of all these back-propagated and scaled traces is called a semblance panel.
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Substituting (3) into (5) gives

s�s��xS; xR; t� .
a�strue��xS; xR�

a�s��xS; xR� f �t 2 t�strue��xS; xR� � t�s��xS; xR��: �6�

Note that when s � strue; s�s��xS; xR; t� � f �t� is the same for all the source±receiver

pairs and all the events are therefore aligned.

A measure of the alignment of the events in the semblance panel is given by the total
energy of the summed traces; that is, the total stack power (which is also called the

semblance functional). With the back-propagated traces given in (5), the stacking

power is

S�s� �
�

dt

�
xS

dxS

�
xR

dxR s�s��xS; xR; t�
���� ����2: �7�

A drawback of the stacking power functional is that it carries little or no information
on the background velocity at high (infinite) frequencies. To illustrate this behaviour,

consider two adjacent traces, s1 and s2, from a semblance panel. Neglecting

amplitudes, (6) gives si�t� � f �t 2 ti�; where f is the source wavelet and t1 and t2 are
time-shifts depending on the quality of the velocity model. The source wavelet has a

very small support, indicative of a high-frequency signal. Note that the intersection of

the supports of s1 and s2 is empty, except for jt1 2 t2j smaller than the length of the
support of f. If jt1 2 t2j is larger than the length of the support of f, we have

�s1�t� � s2�t��2 � s2
1�t� � s2

2�t�; �8�
whence�

dt �s1�t� � s2�t��2 �
�

dt �s2
1�t� � s2

2�t�� � 2kf k2
: �9�

Hence, for all velocity models leading to time-shifts in adjacent traces larger than the
duration of the source wavelet, the stack is given by the constant N\ f \2, where N is the

number of traces in a semblance panel. At the correct velocity model, the stack is given

by N2\ f \2. The basin of attraction is thus given by the class of models leading to time-
shifts smaller than the duration of the source wavelet and it clearly shrinks with

increasing frequency. In practice, the source is always a band-limited source wavelet
(i.e. at finite frequencies). This difficulty may then be unimportant and a solution

would be to apply a high-cut filter prior to the first stage of the optimization and to

open up the filter as the convergence progresses.
The second drawback of the stacking power functional is the possibility of local

minima when the time-shift between the back-propagated traces is larger than half of

the source wavelength. In practice, this proved to be less crucial than in the case of the
OLS cost function.

To overcome these drawbacks, a differential semblance approach has been

proposed by Symes and Carazzone (1991) and Symes (1994). As mentioned
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above, given the true velocity model, the result of the back-propagation will be the

same for all source±receiver pairs. This means that the spatial derivatives of the back-

propagated traces with respect to the source and receiver positions must be equal to
zero. The differential semblance optimization (DSO) then adds a regularization term

to the OLS cost function corresponding to the derivatives of the back-propagated

traces with respect to the source and receiver positions. Several numerical results
(Symes and Carazzone 1991; Minkoff and Symes 1997; Chauris et al. 1998) have

shown that the DSO functional has good convexity properties, which implies that it

can be minimized with a local optimization method.
A simplified version of the DSO function uses only the differential part. Therefore

the cost function is given by

DS�s� � v1

�
dt

�
xS

dxS

�
xR

dxR
2s�xS; xR; t�

2xS

���� ����2�v2

�
dt

�
xS

dxS

�
xR

dxR
2s�xS; xR; t�

2xR

���� ����2;
�10�

where v1 and v2 are two weights.
From (6), the derivative of s with respect to xS is

2s�xS; xR; t�
2xS

. b�xS; xR�f 0�t 2 t�strue��xS; xR��

� t�s��xS; xR� 2�t�s��xS; xR�2 t�strue��xS; xR�
2xS

; �11�
where b�xS; xR� � a�strue��xS; xR�=a�s��xS; xR�: The terms 2b

2x f ; which are much smaller
than the terms bf 0 due to the high-frequency approximation, have been neglected. In

this way, we obtain�
dt

2s�xS; xR; t�
2xS

���� ����2� b�xS; xR� 2�t�s��xS; xR�2 t�strue��xS; xR��
2xS

� �2

�
dt jf 0�t 2 t�strue��xS; xR� � t�s��xS; xR��j2

� b2�xS; xR�kf 0k2 2�t�s��xS; xR�2 t�strue��xS; xR��
2xS

���� ����2: �12�

A similar computation can be made for the derivative with respect to xR. Thus, (10)

becomes

DS �s� � kf 0k2
�

xS

dxS

�
xR

dxRb2�xS; xR�

� v1
2�t�s��xS; xR�2 t�strue��xS; xR��

2xS

���� ����2�v2
2�t�s��xS; xR�2 t�strue��xS; xR��

2xR

���� ����2
 !

:

�13�
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This equation shows that DS is essentially independent of the source wavelet and is

therefore asymptotically (in the limit for infinite frequency) stable. DS is governed by

the differences between the true and computed traveltimes as in classical tomography.
The `true' traveltimes in classical tomography are found by picking the first arrivals in

the data. The main difference is that DS relies on the derivatives of the traveltimes

with respect to the source and receiver positions.
The functional DS vanishes when

2�t�s��xS; xR�2 t�strue��xS; xR��
2xS

� 2�t�s��xS; xR�2 t�strue��xS; xR��
2xR

� 0; �14�

and although the derivatives of the traveltime errors may be zero, the actual errors can

be non-zero, i.e.

t�s��xS; xR�2 t�strue��xS; xR� � C; for all xS and xR; �15�
where C is a constant, independent of xS and xR, not necessarily equal to 0. Our

numerical experiments have shown that this constant is small. Note that the

traveltimes are also retrieved up to a constant by the OLS and stacking-power cost
function, since the source wavelet can be shifted by an arbitrary delay. Some

constraints have to be added to ensure that C � 0: This can be done by picking some

traveltimes and adding the square norm of the differences between these picked
traveltimes and the corresponding modelled traveltimes to the DSO objective

function. After some iterations of the DSO, the picking of the traveltimes can

probably be done automatically in the semblance panel where the events are almost
aligned. Another possibility is to constrain the moments of s, for instance by adding a

penalty term equal to�
dt

�
xS

dxS

�
xR

dxRjwg�t�s�xS; xR; t�j2; �16�

where wg is a weight function. These constraints are not used in this paper, but they

can be added to process real data.

Figure 2 shows a slice of one minus the normalized semblance (stacking power) and
the differential semblance cost function. The background velocity varies linearly from

a constant background velocity at t � 0 to the true one at t � 1 (see Symes (1994) for
other examples). Synthetic data are used (see the description given in the section

Example, Figs 3 and 4). Both cost functions behave correctly over a fairly large set of

background velocities, but the basin of attraction of the differential semblance is larger
than that of the semblance. Indeed, for t # 0:4; the semblance cost function carries

very little information on the background slowness: the stack is almost completely

destructive between t � 0 and t � 0:4: The basin of attraction of the semblance
functional shrinks with frequency, while that of the differential semblance is stable.

Indeed, thanks to the local comparison, the differential semblance allows a correct

descent direction even if the model is far from the true value of the background
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slowness. However, in the basin of attraction of the semblance cost function, the

convergence will be faster.

Gradient of the cost function

The previous section showed that a gradient optimization algorithm can be used to

minimize the semblance and differential semblance functionals. Here the computation

of the gradient is briefly outlined. Details are given in the Appendix.
In the high-frequency approximation, the derivatives of the amplitudes can be

neglected. Therefore, the gradient of the cost function, J (=S or DS), only depends on

the derivatives of the traveltimes. In the Appendix the following formula is derived:

2J�s�
2v

.
�

xS

dxS

�
xR

dxRB�xS; xR;s� 2t�s��xS; xR�
2v

; �17�

where v is one of the variables describing the slowness.

Here, the velocity is modelled by a bicubic B-spline representation s�x; z� �P
i

P
jsijNi�x�Nj�z�; where Ni and Nj denote normalized cubic B-splines and s ij are

Figure 2. Slice of the normalized cost functions: the dashed line represents one minus the
normalized semblance cost function, the dashed-dotted line represents the normalized
differential semblance cost function (with v1 � v2�: We have plotted the evaluation of the
cost function when the background velocity varies linearly between 3800 m/s and the true
background velocity (for t � 0; the background velocity is constant at v0 � 3800 m=s and for
t � 1; the background velocity is equal to vtrue). In this case v�t� � v0 � t�vtrue 2 v0�:
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the spline coefficients (de Boor 1978). Thus the parameter v is one of the parameter

coefficients s ij.

The traveltimes are computed via a wavefront construction method (Vinje et al.
1993; LambareÂ et al. 1996). The rays jk of this construction satisfy the forward ray-

tracing system,

jn�1
k � F �jn

k;s�; 0 # n # N 2 1: �18�

Here j is the set of state variables (x,u ,t)*, where x denotes the current position in the
ray, u denotes the angle between the tangent to the ray and the vertical axis and t
denotes the traveltime (* denotes the transposition).

An efficient way to compute the derivatives of J is the so-called adjoint-state
technique, which is explained in detail in the Appendix. This technique consists

broadly of two steps. First, some coefficients, called adjoint-states lÅk, are computed by

solving a backward ray-tracing system,

�l
n21
k � G�jn21

k ; �l
n
k�; N . n . 0; �19�

related to the forward system and the weights B, as explained in the Appendix. These
coefficients correspond to Lagrange multipliers used in constrained optimization.

Then, with these adjoint-states, the derivatives of the cost function are simply

2J�s�
2v

�
�

xS

dxS

X
k

X
n

2F

2v
�jn21

k �xS�;s�; �l n
k�xS�

� �
: �20�

The computational cost of calculating the gradient in this way is almost
independent of the number of variables defining the slowness. Numerical tests

show that the cost of the gradient is less than twice the cost of the computation of the

cost function. Hence the automatic tomography algorithm can be implemented
efficiently and can be run on a workstation or a PC.

Example

A synthetic example is now presented. A limited-memory quasi-Newton algorithm is
used to perform the optimization. Thanks to the high-frequency approximation and

the efficacy of the gradient computations, all the examples can be processed on a

workstation in a few hours.
In order to take into account information recorded at the wells, namely velocity logs,

a penalization technique is used by adding to the cost function the measure of the

difference between the log values and the values of the velocity model at the well
positions. These constraints are important in order to avoid oscillations in the

background velocity when the number of variables describing the background is large.

Indeed, adding the constraints reduces the number of degrees of freedom of the
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Figure 3. True background velocity used to create the synthetic example.

Figure 4. Shot 32 of the synthetic data (the source is located in the middle and 64 traces are
recorded).
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background slowness. Working with traveltimes gives only information about the

average velocity between the two wells, because the traveltime is the integral of

the slowness along the ray. Therefore, lateral resolution is poor.
The geometry of the synthetic example is:

X two vertical wells separated by 130 m;
X 64 sources and 64 receivers with a vertical spacing of 1.9 m (the first source and

receiver are at the same depth);
X the dominant source frequency is 1000 Hz (a Gabor source is modelled).

The true velocity model (Fig. 3), used to generate the synthetic data, is discretized
on a 5 by 8 regular grid, with 35 m (Dx) by 20 m (Dz) cells. For this model no

multiple transmission events occur. An example of the recorded traces is shown in

Fig. 4.
The first step in the search for the background velocity model is to determine a

good initial guess. A constant background velocity corresponding to the average value

of the velocity logs, here 3747 m/s, is defined. Then the penalty term related to the
velocity logs is minimized in order to find an initial guess which matches the well

values. The result is plotted in Fig. 5. With this initial velocity the first-arrival events

are not aligned in the semblance panel (see Fig. 6).
Starting with this initial velocity, 40 iterations of a quasi-Newton optimization

Figure 5. Initial velocity after taking into account the velocity logs.
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algorithm were performed. At the end, the cost function ± the differential semblance

function ± has decreased by a factor of more than 30. The final background velocity is
shown in Fig. 7. The result appears convincing: the average error between the true

velocity and the optimal background velocity is 0.5% and the maximum error is 1.7%.

Moreover, in the semblance panel (Fig. 8), the event is aligned, which confirms that
the final velocity explains the data correctly.

Conclusion

An automatic method for cross-well tomography has been developed to retrieve the

background slowness. It avoids cumbersome picking of the first arrivals. The method
relies on the first-arrival transmitted waves and assumes that the other arrivals have

less energy. It is based on a full-waveform comparison of the back-propagated data

traces via a semblance or differential semblance optimization. Results obtained using
synthetic data show the advantages of the method. It is so efficient that a single

workstation or PC suffices, due to the use of the high-frequency approximation and

the computation of the gradient of the cost functions via an adjoint-state technique.

Figure 6. Semblance panel of shot gather 32 when the initial velocity is used. The events are not
aligned. In order to plot the semblance trace, a shift of 10 ms has been applied, therefore the
origin is at 10 ms (not at 0 ms).
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Figure 8. Semblance panel of shot gather 32 when the final velocity is used. The events are
aligned.

Figure 7. Final velocity after 40 iterations.
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Appendix

Gradient computation

The computation of traveltimes via the waveform construction method is first

reviewed and then the efficient computation of the (exact) gradient via the adjoint-
state technique is explained. Finally this technique is extended to the computation of

the gradient of the cost functions.

Ray-tracing solver
Multivalued traveltime maps can be efficiently computed using the wavefront

construction method. This method solves the kinematic ray-tracing system of
ordinary differential equations with the traveltime as parameter. A beam is computed

which starts from a source point and consists of two rays defined by their take-off

angles. If a point where the traveltime is needed lies inside this beam, the traveltime is
computed by interpolation. If the beam becomes too wide, namely if the distance

between the two rays is too large, it is split into two beams by a refinement (infill)

procedure, i.e. an intermediate ray is added. The details of the interpolation and
refinement procedures are not discussed here (details have been given by, for

example, Vinje et al. 1993; LambareÂ et al. 1996). To compute all the traveltimes from

the source point to the set of endpoints, the above algorithm is repeated in order to
cover the whole angular sector from the source.

Solving the kinematic 2D ray-tracing system with an explicit scheme leads to the

following algorithm:

j0 � j0�xS;a�;
jn�1 � F �jn;s�; 0 # n # N 2 1;

(
�A1�

where xS denotes the source position, a denotes the angle of incidence, s denotes the

background slowness (inverse of velocity), j is a vector describing the ray at the

current position, j � �x; u; t�*; with x being the current position, u is the angle between
the tangent at the ray and the vertical axis and t is the traveltime (* denotes

transposition). Note that, as t is the parameter of the differential equation, we have

tn � nDt; where Dt is the traveltime increment.
In order to compute a multivalued traveltime map, the angular sector is split into K

small sectors defined by ak. For ak and ak+1, jk and jk+1 are computed. If an

endpoint M belongs to the space defined by �jn21
k ; jn

k; j
n21
k�1 ; j

n
k�1�; the corresponding
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traveltime is computed with the interpolation operator I, so that

tM � I �xM; j
n21
k ; jn

k; j
n21
k�1 ; j

n
k�1�: �A2�

If the distance between jn
k and jn

k�1 becomes too large, an intermediate ray jk+1/2 is

defined with the refinement operator R,

jn
k�1=2 � R�jn

k; j
n
k�1�: �A3�

The algorithm is terminated when both jn
k and jn

k�1 are outside the computational
domain.

The set of all the rays (jk) is called the frame of the ray tracing starting at the point

source xS. One way to implement the refinement of the beams is to use recursivity. An
endpoint M can belong to several beams, which is the case when multivaluedness

(multiple events) occurs. A summary of this algorithm is given in Fig. 9.

Gradient of the traveltime
First the procedure without any refinement is described, followed by a description of

the procedure with a refinement of the beam. The slowness s is defined by a bicubic
B-spline representation,

s�x; z� �
X

i

X
j

sijNi�x�Nj�z�; �A4�

where the Ni's are the standard normalized cubic B-splines.

Simple case. Given a source point S and two angles of incidence a1 and a2, and

assuming that the endpoint M belongs to the beam formed by the two rays, the

computation of the traveltime tM requires two steps.
X Construction of the beam by twice solving the system (A1):

j0
1 � j0�xS;a1�;

jn�1
1 � F �jn

1;s�;

(
j0

2 � j0�xS;a2�;
jn�1

2 � F �jn
2;s�; 0 # n # N 2 1:

(
�A5�

X Interpolation inside the beam with operator (A2):

tM � I �xM; j
N21
1 ; jN

1 ; j
N21
2 ; jN

2 �: �A6�
In order to compute the traveltime derivative with respect to v, which equals one of

the variables s ij describing the slowness, the so-called adjoint-state technique is used.

The adjoint-states are Lagrange multipliers involved in the theory of optimization
with constraints (Ciarlet 1990). This technique consists of first computing some

adjoint-states, which are independent of the chosen variable v and then computing the

derivatives using these adjoint-states.
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The Lagrangian L, corresponding to the computation of tM using (A5) and (A6),

is defined as

L�y1; y2; t; l1; l2;m;s� � t 2 �t 2 I �xM; y
N21
1 ; yN

1 ; y
N21
2 ; yN

2 ��m

2
XN
n�1

kyn
1 2 F �yn21

1 ;s�; ln
1l 2

XN
n�1

kyn
2 2 F �yn21

2 ;s�; ln
2l

2 ky0
1 2 j0�xS;a1�; l0

1l 2 ky0
2 2 j0�xS;a2�; l0

2l; �A7�
where (y1,y2,t) are in the same space as (j1,j2,tM), m is a scalar since (A6) is scalar
and (l1,l2) are two vectors of the size of the systems (A5); m , l1 and l2 are the

adjoint-states.

Note that for any m,l1,l2,

L�j1; j2; tM; l1; l2;m;s� � tM: �A8�
Therefore, for any m,l1,l2, at y1 � j1; y2 � j2 and t � tM:

2L
2y1

dy1 � 2L
2y2

dy2 � 2L
2t

dt� 2L
2v

dv � 2tM

2v
dv: �A9�

Figure 9. Chart to compute the traveltimes. j0
1 and j0

2 are the starting points of the rays with two
different angles of incidence and the same source point.
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If m ,l1,l2 are chosen such that

2L
2t
� 0;

2L
2y1

� 0;
2L
2y2

� 0; �A10�

the derivative of tM with respect to v is

2tM

2v
�
XN
n�1

2F

2v
�yn21

1 ;s�; ln
1

� �
�
XN
n�1

2F

2v
�yn21

2 ;s�; ln
2

� �
: �A11�

From (A10), the adjoint-states are defined by the backward systems,

m � 1; �A12�

lN
1 �

2I

2yN
1

�xM; j
N21
1 ; jN

1 ; j
N21
2 ; jN

2 �;

lN21
1 � 2F

2yN21
1

�jN21
1 ;s�

� �*

lN
1 �

2I

2yN21
1

�xM; j
N21
1 ; jN

1 ; j
N21
2 ; jN

2 �;

ln
1 �

2F

2yn
1

�jn
1;s�

� �*

ln�1
1 ; N 2 1 . n $ 0:

8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
�A13�

lN
2 �

2I

2yN
2

�xM; j
N21
1 ; jN

1 ; j
N21
2 ; jN

2 �;

lN21
2 � 2F

2yN21
2

�jN21
2 ;s�

� �*

lN
2 �

2I

2yN21
2

�xM; j
N21
1 ; jN

1 ; j
N21
2 ; jN

2 �;

ln
2 �

2F

2yn
2

�jn
2;s�

� �*

ln�1
2 ; N 2 1 . n $ 0:

8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
�A14�

(* denotes transposition.)

Refinement case. If a refinement occurs during the computation of the wavefront, four

steps are now required to compute the traveltime tM.
X Construction of the two rays, given the initial conditions, until the refinement is needed:

j0
1 � j0�xS;a1�;
jn�1

1 � F �jn
1;s�;

(
j0

2 � j0�xS;a2�;
jn�1

2 � F �jn
2;s�; 0 # n # Ni 2 1:

(
�A15�

X Refinement inside the initial beam:

jNi

3=2 � R�jNi
1 ; jNi

2 �: �A16�
X Construction of the second part of each ray:

jn�1
1 � F �jn

1;s�; jn�1
3=2 � F �jn

3=2;s�; Ni # n # N 2 1: �A17�
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X Interpolation:

tM � I �xM; j
N21
1 ; jN

1 ; j
N21
3=2 ; jN

3=2�: �A18�
As previously, the Lagrangian L, associated with the equations, is equal to

L �y1; y2; y3=2; t; l1; l2; l3=2;m;s� � t 2 �t 2 I �xM; y
N21
1 ; yN

1 ; y
N21
3=2 ; yN

3=2��m

2
XN
n�1

kyn
1 2 F �yn21

1 ;s�; ln
1l 2

XNi

n�1

kyn
2 2 F �yn21

2 ;s�; ln
2l

2 ky0
1 2 j0�xS;a1�; l0

1l 2 ky0
2 2 j0�xS;a2�; l0

2l

2
XN

n�Ni�1

kyn
3=2 2 F �yn21

3=2 ;s�; ln
3=2l 2 kyNi

3=2 2 R�yNi
1 ; yNi

2 �; lNi

3=2l; �A19�

where l3/2 has been added to take into account the equations defining y3/2.
Once again, the adjoint-states are chosen in order to cancel the derivatives with

respect to the variables y and t . This leads to the following backward systems:

m � 1; �A20�

lN
3=2 �

2I

2yN
3=2

�xM; j
N21
1 ; jN

1 ; j
N21
3=2 ; jN

3=2�;

lN21
3=2 �

2F

2yN21
3=2

�jN21
3=2 ;s�

 !*

lN
3=2 �

2I

2yN21
3=2

�xM; j
N21
1 ; jN

1 ; j
N21
3=2 ; jN

3=2�;

ln
3=2 �

2F

2yn
3=2

�jn
3=2;s�

 !*

ln�1
3=2 ; N 2 1 . n $ Ni :

8>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>:
�A21�

lN
1 �

2I

2yN
1

�xM; j
N21
1 ; jN

1 ; j
N21
3=2 ; jN

3=2�;

lN21
1 � 2F

2yN21
1

�jN21
1 ;s�

� �*

lN
1 �

2I

2yN21
1

�xM; j
N21
1 ; jN

1 ; j
N21
2 ; jN

2 �;

ln
1 �

2F

2yn
1

�jn
1;s�

� �*

ln�1
1 ; N 2 1 . n $ Ni � 1;

lNi
1 �

2F

2yNi
1

�jNi
1 ;s�

 !*

lNi�1
1 � 2R

2yNi
1

�yNi
1 ; yNi

2 �
 !*

lNi

3=2;

ln
1 �

2F

2yn
1

�jn
1;s�

� �*

ln�1
1 ; Ni 2 1 . n $ 0:

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

�A22�
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lNi

2 �
2R

2yNi

2

�yNi

1 ; yNi

2 �
 !*

lNi

3=2;

ln
2 �

2F

2yn
2

�jn
1;s�

� �*

ln�1
2 ; Ni 2 1 . n $ 0:

8>>>>><>>>>>:
�A23�

The derivative of tM with respect to v can now be computed by

2tM

2v
�
XN
n�1

2F

2v
�yn21

1 ;s�; ln
1

� �
1
XNi

n�1

2F

2v
�yn21

2 ;s�; ln
2

� �
1
XN

n�Ni�1

2F

2v
�yn21

3=2 ;s�; ln
3=2

� �
:

�A24�

Generalization. In the backward systems (A13), (A14) or (A21), (A22), (A23), the
computation of the adjoint-state consists of two terms: the first one depends on the

previous adjoint-state ((2F/2y)*l), the second one depends on the forward

propagation, namely the interpolation equation (2I/2y) and the refinement operator
((2R/2y)*l r, where l r is an adjoint-state associated with the added ray during the

refinement); this adjoint-state is available due to the recursive scheme, as can be

seen in Fig. 10. In this way, by calling this second term q, the computation of the
adjoint-state is simply

ln21 � 2F

2yn21
�jn21;s�

� �*

ln � qn; Nf $ n $ Nb; �A25�

where Nf is the end of the ray, Nb the beginning and lNf � 0:
For example, in (A21), Nf � N ; Nb � Ni ; qNf � �2I /2yN

3=2�; qNf 21 � �2I /2yN21
3=2 �

and qn � 0 for n , Nf 2 1 or in (A22), Nf � Ni ; Nb � 0; qNf � �2R/2yNi
2 �*lNi

3=2 and

qn � 0 for n , Nf :

Gradient of cost function
The gradient of the cost functions has the following form

2J�s�
2v

.
�

xS

dxS

�
xR

dxRB�xS; xR;s� 2t�s��xS; xR�
2v

; �A26�

where J is either S or DS and v is one of the variables s ij, describing the slowness s .

The explicit expressions for the amplitudes B are easily derived. In the case of the

semblance functional J � S; defined in (7), it is straightforward to show that

B�xS; xR;s� � 2

�
dt

�
d �xS

�
d �xRs�s�� �xS; �xR; t�

� �
s 0�s��xS; xR; t�; �A27�

where 0 denotes the time derivative.

For the differential semblance functional, J � DS; defined in (10), the derivative
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Figure 10. Chart for the computation of gradient of the cost function.
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with respect to v is

2J�s�
2v

� 2

�
dxS

�
dxR

�
dt

� v1
2s�s��xS; xR; t�

2xS

22s�s��xS; xR; t�
2xS2v

� v2
2s�s��xS; xR; t�

2xR

22s�s��xS; xR; t�
2xR2v

� �
:

�A28�
Using a partial integration and discarding boundary terms, the derivative becomes

2J�s�
2v

� 22

�
dxS

�
dxR

�
dt v1

22s�s��xS; xR; t�
2x2

S

� v2
22s�s��xS; xR; t�

2x2
R

� �
s 0�s�

� �xS; xR; t� 2t�s��xS; xR�
2v

:

�A29�
From this calculation it is clear that, for J � DS; the amplitude B is given by

B�xS; xR;s� � 22

�
dt v1

22s�s��xS; xR; t�
2x2

S

� v2
22s�s��xS; xR; t�

2x2
R

� �
s 0�s��xS; xR; t�:

�A30�
The traveltimes are computed by interpolation according to the position of the

endpoints (xR) in the frame of the ray tracing starting at xS. Each ray (jk) begins at Nk
b

and ends at Nk
f �Nk

b is not zero for the rays that start after a refinement). In this way,

(A11) and (A24) can be generalized, so that

2t�s��xS; xR�
2v

�
X

k

XNk
f

n�Nk
b

2F

2v
�jn21

k �xS�;s�; ln
k�xS; xR�

� �
: �A31�

(To simplify the notation, ln
k�xS; xR� � 0 if the endpoint xR is not linked to jk.)

Noting that jk(xS) is independent of xR and using (A26) and (A31), the derivatives

of J with respect to v become

2J�s�
2v

�
�

xS

dxS

X
k

X
n

2F

2v
�jn21

k �xS�;s�;
�

xR

dxRB�xS; xR;s�ln
k�xS; xR�

� �
: �A32�

Let us define

�l
n
k�xS� �

�
xR

dxRB�xS; xR;s�ln
k�xS; xR� �A33�

and

�qn
k�xS� �

�
xR

dxRB�xS; xR;s�qn
k�xS; xR�: �A34�
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The backward system satisfied by lÅ is, using (A25),

�l
n21 � G�jn21�xS�; �l n�; N . n . 0; �A35�

with

G�jn21�xS�; �l n� �
2F

2yn21
�jn21�xS�;s�

� �*

�l
n � �qn if Nf $ n $ Nb;

0; otherwise:

8><>: �A36�

Multiplying q(xS,xR) by B(xS,xR;s) (which depends on the cost function) gives the

adjoint-states lÅ related to the cost function. They differ from the adjoint-states related

to the traveltimes, because the second terms in (A25) and (A35) are different.
However, it is not necessary to compute the adjoint-states related to the traveltimes,

since only the gradient of the cost function is required. The gradient of the cost

function with respect to the slowness parameters is then

2J�s�
2v

�
�

xS

dxS

X
k

X
n

2F

2v
�jn21

k �xS�;s�; �l n
k�xS�

� �
: �A37�

Note that the adjoint-state lÅ needs to be calculated only once, regardless of the

particular choice of variable v � sij : The loop over i,j is done afterwards (see Fig. 10).
Thanks to the local interpolation of s with Schoenberg-splines (de Boor 1978), the

loop over the ray discretization (over n) can easily be reduced according to the

position of jn21
k in the discretization grid of s . Indeed, s is a function of all the s ij, but

as the interpolation is local, at a given point j , s(j) depends only on a few values of

s ij. It is easy to determine whether F �jn21
k ;s� depends on v � sij or not, and then to

determine when 2F
2v �jn21

k ;s� � 0: This makes the computation very efficient.
This technique takes into account the derivatives of all the traveltimes computed

with the wavefront construction method and used in the cost function. In this way

even with multivalued ray tracing, the gradient of J is correctly computed. This is
done through the computation of the coefficients qÅ.
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